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1 - It Begins

One day, Gina and Jordan were walking down the road when they heard a loud noise coming from
the park outside Gina's house.

"Wander what that is?" Jordan said to Gina.

"I dunno, let's go and find out!" Gina shouted as she ran off to where the noise was coming from. When
they got there, a giant light was forming in the centre of the park. As Gina and Jordan got closer, they
could feel a vortex pulling them in. Suddenly, they got too close and the vortex pulled them into an
aurora of colours. They both landed with a thud on some grass.

 

"What? Where are we?" Gina asked puzzled.

"I dunno, but it feels kinda strange here!" Jordan said. Suddenly, Gina was attacked by a little pink cat
ball with a crown and a heart nose and blue markings on her ears and a flame on her tail.

"AHHHHHH, WHAT IS THIS THING!" Gina screamed

"You don't have to worry Gina! I'm your partner!" The little pink cat ball smiled.

"Partner?" Jordan puzzled.

"That's right! Me and Gina are partners!" Allow me to introduce myslef, my name is Lovemon!"

"Lovemon eh?" Gina said staring at the pink thing in her hands.

"Hmmmm, strange, i'm gonna look around" Jordan said as he started to climb a tall tree. When he got to
a branch he sat down to rest and a little leopard ball with spots and a strange marking on his head
landed on him.

"Hi Jordan! I'm Lorkamon!" The leopard ball smiled.

"Awesome, so I have one too!" Jordan squeeled as he jumped out of the tree with Lorkamon in his
hands. Lorkamon and Lovemon jumped out of Gina and Jordan's hands and smiled at their partners
Suddenly, a huge Digimon came charging through the trees roaring.

"AHHHHHH, WHAT IS THAT?!" Gina screamed.

"That's a Dobermon! He's a champion Digimon that looks like a Dobermann but his Grau Realm attack
will make anyone suffer!" Lorkamon snarled.



"Grau Realm!" Dobermon howled as dark energy blasts flew out of his mouth whilst he was howling.

"RUN!" Jordan yelled as he picked up Lorkdramon and Gina picked up Lovemon and they ran away.
They didn't run far when Lovemon and Lorkamon jumped out of their partners hands and stood face to
face with Dobermon.

"LOVEMON, WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR DOING?!" Gina yelled but Lovemon stood still.

"LORKAMON, MOVE!!!" Jordan yelled but it was no use. Suddenly the 2 Digimon lunged themselves at
Dobermon.

"FLAME TAIL!" Lovemon mewed as she hit Dobermon in his face with her flaming tail. Dobermon
growled and hit Lovemon to the floor.

"FLAME BUBBLES!"  Leopardmon yowled as little bubbles made from fire flew out towards Dobermon
and burnt his chest but Dobermon blasted out another Grau Realm and hit Lorkamon to the floor next to
Lovemon. The 2 Digimon got up and snarled. Suddenly, a huge light shone around them and they
started to glow bright yellow. They grinned and then jumped into the air.

"LOVEMONDIGIVOLVED TO..... MASHEEDRAMON!" Lovemon yelled as she glowed brighter and in
her place, a pink cat with the same blue markings on her ears stood in Lovemon's place. She also had a
blue marking on her chest, back and stomach and a huge fluffy tail. She also had a heart bracelert on
and a diamond studded collar and 2 hearts on her thigh.

"LORKAMON DIGIVOLVED TO.....LEOPARDMON!" Lorkamon yelled as he flew down as a leopard with
the same marking on his head but with more spots and also a few stripes all over him and a white
bandana around his neck. The 2 Digimon grinned. Suddenly, Masheedramon shouted out...

"Claw Buster!" As her claws flew off her paws with raging heat and hit Dobermon in his face.

"Giga Fist!" Leopardmon yelled as he punched stati energy at Dobermon. Dobermon reared up and
howled. The attacks were good, but not good enough!

"Looks like were gonna need more!" Leopardmon hissed and Masheedramon nodded. They started to
glow again and grow even bigger! Gina and Jordan stared in amazment as their partners grew bigger
and bigger!

"MASHEEDRAMON DIGIVOLVED TO.... EREVUMON!" Masheedramon yelled as in her place stood a
huge pink cat with tassly fur on her neck and huge blue and purple wings and 2 cannons on her back.

"LEOPARDMON DIGIVOLVED TO... SABERLEOPARDMON!" Leopardmon roared as in his place stood
a huge saber toothed Leopard type Digimon with huge teeth and a red mane.

"Cannon Crusher!" Masheedramon screamed as she shot electric fireballs from the cannons on her
back and they hit the Dobermon in his face and chest.

"Saber Claw!"  SaberLeopardmon yelled as he struck the Bobermon in his back with his burning claws.



The Dobermon howled and then turned and fled. Erevumon and Saberleopardmon de-digivolved back
into Masheedramon and leopardmon. Gina ran up to Masheedramon and gave her a hug and Jordan
ran up to Leopardmon and they both did a high five.

"WOW, THAT WAS TOTALLY AMAZING!" Gina screeched as Masheedramon smiled.

"It was you that helpe me to Digivolve Gina!" Masheedramon grinned.

"Yeah, same with you Jordan! Look in your pockets and you wil find 2 devices, those are called Digivices
and they help up to digivolve!"

"Cool!" Jordan said. And with that, the group of 4 set off into the forest to try and find a way back home.



2 - The Digi-Eggs

Gina, Jordan, Leopardmon and Masheedramon walked along a path.

"So, what are you again?" Gina asked Masheedramon.

"Wer'e Digimon! Short for Digital Monsters and were from the Digital World!" Masheedramon explained.

"That's where we are now!" Leopardmon added and Jordan nodded his head. They kept walking until
they stopped at a huge rock with a strange egg on it.

"Hey, what's that?" Jordan asked.

"That's a Digi-Egg!" Leopardmon growled.

"If either of you can pick it up then we can armour Digivolve!" Masheedramon added. Jordan tried first
but when he touched it, it glowed bright red and then split into 2 eggs. One landed in Gina's hands and
one landed in Jordan's hands.

"Wow, it must be both of your eggs!" Masheedramon smiled and Leopardmon danced.

"Now we can armour Digivolve!" Leopardmon cheered. They kept walking until they got to a little forest
with another 2 Digi-eggs lying in 2 nests. One was pink and one was yellow. Gina tried to pick up the
yellow one an Jordan tried to pick up the pink one but they couldn't. They switched around the eggs and
they were easy to pick up. Gina's pink egg glowed brightly and so did the other egg from before and so
did Jordan's eggs. Suddenly, they dissappeared and another device appeared in thwir hands with 2
Digi-eggs inside them.

"That's called a D3!" Leopardmon explained. Gina and Jordan looked at their D3's and read the egg
descriptions. Gina's eggs said the egg of Bravery and the egg of Dreams and Jordan's eggs said the
egg of Bravery and the egg of Faith.

"Wow!" They both said as they all walked off to find their next opponent!



3 - Armour Battle

They kept walking until they came to a huge cliff. They stood there for a minute when suddenly, a huge
Digimon burst from the trees! It was a Snimon as Leopardmon had pointed out. Masheedramon and
Leopardmon tried to fight it off but they had no chance.

"We will have to go armour!" Leopardmon grinned as Masheedramon nodded. gina and Jordan's D3's
started to glow yellow and so did Masheedramon and Leopardmon.

"Masheedramon Armour Digivolve to...Amaltheamon! The Unicorn Of Dreams!

"Leopardmon Armour Digivolve to...Phoenixdramon! The Bird Of Faith! Gina and Jordan gasped as their
partners glowed with pride. Amaltheamon looked like a huge pink unicorn with giant purple wings and a
huge horn on her head. Phoenixdramon looked like a huge phoenix with a huge feathery tail and sharp
talons. They both flew into the sky and started to attack Snimon.

"Unicorn Strike!" Amaltheamon screamed as her horn glowed bright blue and she shot a huge blast from
it right into Snimon's chest.

"Tornado Wing!" Phoenixdramon cried as he blew a giant tornado of flames at Snimon! Snimon burnt to
the ground as Amaltheamon and Leopardmon de-digivolved back into Masheedramon and Leopardmon
and he quickly made a run for it.

"Wow! That was awesome! Jordangrinned at leopardmon.

"You were so cool out there!" Gina hugged Masheedramon. They all grinned and walked through a
forest. Suddenly, a huge shadow came out of the bushes. They all screamed as it came closer to them.

"What is that!" Gina screamed in shock as Masheedramon and Leopardmon snarled at the evil shadow
glaring down at them with huge red eyes.



4 - Enter Pantheromon

As the smoke cleared, the shadow that stood glaring down at them formed into a huge black panther
type Digimon!

"Pantheromon!" Masheedramon replied.

"Run!" Leopardmon shouted as Gina, Jordan, Leopardmon and Masheedramon bolted out of the trees
and ran from Pantheromon.

"Can't you guys fight him?" Jordan asked.

"No, he's too strong for us!" Masheedramon replied.

"We need more strength!" Leopardmon said.

"Where can you get more strength?" Gina asked.

"I'm not sure." Masheedramon admitted.

"But we need it now!" Leopardmon said.

"Right!" Jordan replied as he turned around and skidded under Pantheromon's stomach and started to
run in the opposite direction.

"This way, I think I saw something back a while ago!" He called as he ran on. Gina, Masheedramon and
Leopardmon skidded under Pantheromon's stomach like Jordan had done and caught up with him.

"What did you see?" Gina asked.

"It was a type of fruit, I'm not sure what type but it was blue and it had spiked on it!" Jordan replied.

"An Aqua Berry?" Masheedramon asked.

"No, he's talking about an Opal Fist!" Leopardmon grinned.

"That's a strengthening fruit!" Masheedramon smiled.

"Awesome!" Gina grinned as they kept on running.

"Where did you see it Jordan?" Leopardmon asked.

"Just around the corner from that little stream up ahead!" Jordan replied.



"Great, let's go!" Masheedramon said as they skidded around the stream and into the unknown.



5 - Together, We Can Do Anything! *End*

“There it is!” Gina grinned as she pointed directly ahead of them towards a pale blue fruit.

“Great! That’ll come in handy!” Masheedramon replied as she jumped towards the fruit and grabbed it
between her tiny pink paws. Leopardmon bounded up towards her and sniffed the fruit ripped tightly in
Masheedramon’s hands.

“Think this’ll help?” He asked almost uncertainly but before she had time to answer, Pantheromon
crashed through the trees. The team of 4 gasped at the sight of the horrific champion Digimon, they
stood no chance against him!

“At least not until now!” Masheedramon grinned as she took a bite out of the fruit. Energy surged
through her, muscles rippling and claws extended as the fruit’s energy coiled around her body
producing new strength every second! Leopardmon gasped as Masheedramon stood there, new hope
gleaming in her eyes as she stood her grounds. At that moment, she flashed towards Pantheromon and
head butted him in the face. Leopardmon eyed the fruit on the floor before swiping it up and taking a
bite. The same thing happened to him as the energy lashed through him and he too felt revived. He flew
towards Pantheromon, slicing through his fur with his sharp claws as he did so leaving the data panther
to start crumbling. Data pieces melted off certain parts of Pantheromon’s fur who only growled ion
return and got even more angry. He jumped high in the air and plummeted to the ground, squashing
poor Masheedramon and Leopardmon underneath him. Gina and Jordan cried out to their Digimon but it
looked as if Pantheromon had won. A smug grin spread across his face, Pantheromon started to chortle
but it was a little too song. From underneath the huge mass of fur, a pink and yellow glow emerged and
before they knew it, Mashee and Leo were Digivolving! Pantheromon flew into the sky as the two
Digimon grew larger and in their place stood Erevumon and Saberleopardmon, in fighting stance, power
at every inch of the paws and ready to take the panther down. Erevumon looked like a larger version of
Masheedramon except she had wings and saber teeth plus a metal cannon on her back and
Saberleopardmon looked like a tiger with saber teeth and a mane. Pantheromon gulped at his new
opponents, he was now outnumbered; two champions against one. He turned to flee but
Saberleopardmon caught him with his teeth by the scruff of his neck. Pantheromon screeched as
Erevumon rammed into him and sent him flying into a tree. Finally, Erevumon and Saberleopardmon
started to charge up their final attacks, Pantheromon’s eyes widened as the energy beams blasted
towards him and he dissolved into data. The two de-digivolved and started towards their partners who
looked awestruck.

“Wow, that was amazing!” Gina beamed.

“Totally cool!” Jordan nodded.

“Well, that’s what you have to do as a Digidestined.” Masheedramon smiled. “Were destined to be
together and with each other, we can do anything!”



And there's the final chapter, hope you enjoyed it! ;D
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